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By Savannah Yee
With his baritone held strongly in his hands, senior Chance Yambao takes the
ﬁeld alongside his fellow cadets, ready to perform their show—the same show they have
spent their entire summer slaving over, crafting, and practicing for this very moment. The moment
where they will perform one last time on Ames Field in Michigan City for their championships.
Opposing multiple other Drum Corps and competing at the international level for Marching Band, the
Santa Clara Vanguard Cadets took home the title of DCI Open Class World Champions with their 2018
show, Oﬀ The Wall.
In order to get to that moment, our very own Chance endured a challenging audition process to
continue on to an even more rigorous summer. During the school year, Chance, along with others auditioning
to join the Cadets—spent a full weekend working from 8 a.m. until 10:30 p.m. each day. They learned basics such
as speciﬁc marching technique and the music for the opening piece of their show. Despite opposition for a position in the
local SCVC band auditions he attended and from the SCVC So-Cal auditions, Chance still landed a position in the corp.
His corp life started on June 9, the day after school ended, and lasted until August 12, the day before the start of the next
school year. Dedicating his entire summer, Chance worked in 100 degree weather, even sleeping and showering in high school gyms
with his fellow corp members. A typical SCVC rehearsal consisted of a four-hour visual block, an hour lunch, a four hour music
block, an hour long dinner, and a four hour ensemble rehearsal. Oﬀ The Wall,, based on pushing limits and doing the unthinkable,
inspired the band to work on crazy visuals, incorporating parkour and dance into their show—two things band members typically
do not do.
In the end, all the eﬀort they poured into crafting an incredible show paid oﬀ, as they left to tour the U.S. performing in
Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana, and returned as champions. Chance says the best part of his entire
experience was having all of his hard work pay oﬀ; however, he was not a fan of the long bus rides. He deﬁnitely wants to participate
again next summer, but he wishes to move up and march with Santa Clara Vanguard, which is the A-corp to SCVC’s B-corp. Chance
says, “I learned a lot about my physical and mental capabilities and boundaries.”
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By Andy Evans
Are you on Captain America’s team or
Ironman’s? If I have to pick the greatest superhero,
then I’m selecting Alexis Weisend. What’s her
superpower? Her brain! Alexis the wise has
unmatched supernatural intelligence.
She’s well-versed in politics, in history,
in the art of writing. When The Shield needs a
powerful piece, it turns to Alexis who in her career
has produced poignant articles on code-breakers,
school dances, and police brutality. I mean, her
middle name is Op/Ed.
Alexis the wise also uses her brain to
help those in need; she displays great empathy.
For example, last school year, she engineered a
school wide event for the Bill Wilson Center asking
students and faculty to donate soap and shampoo.
Alexis the wise: she’s Westmont’s Wonder
Woman.
What is your greatest weakness?
I’m lactose intolerant, but I enjoy cheese very
much.
Westmont is…
A school that helps you decide what kind of person
you want to be.
How could you improve our nation?
My career goal for the past few years has been to
become a traveling journalist and to write about
issues in undeveloped foreign countries that we in
the United States would be blatantly unaware of
otherwise.
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What makes a good teacher?
From previous experiences, the best educators
are individuals that WANT to educate. Teachers
that can think of students as people, rather than
paperwork, create future leaders.
What three words best describe you?
Compassionate, diligent, and sincere.
The important things in your life are..
My education, the well-being of my family and
friends, and staying true to myself.
What angers you?
People that think they know everything about
a person. No one is deﬁnitively good or bad.
Everyone has reasons for their actions and path of
life that you can probably empathize with.
What qualities do you look for in a friend?
People who can make me laugh until I cry, but also
make me laugh when I cry.
What will you be doing in 2029?
Hopefully, I’ve sunk my toes into journalism or
politics.
What historical ﬁgure do you respect most?
Nelson Mandela holds a lot of my admiration.
The fact that he spent 21 years in prison and kept
enough strength to eventually help end apartheid is
incredible to me.
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The Journalism
Department oﬀers
subscriptions to our dynamic newspaper,
The Shield
Shield. This yearly subscription funds the
production of our student based newspaper, and, in
return, serves as a tax write-oﬀ for you! Your support is
greatly appreciated.
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$20–Subscription—2018-19 school year.
9 Issues.
Checks payable to Westmont High School.
Deliver to: Andy Evans, 4805 Westmont
Avenue, Campbell CA 95008.
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What is your favorite childhood memory?
When I was maybe eight, my mother planted
sunﬂowers in a square formation with a small
opening. When they grew tall, I had a room made
of sunﬂowers where I read and slept in.
What motivates you?
The fact that going through with a small idea could
have major impacts.
What is your favorite movie?
Amélie has always been my favorite ﬁlm.
What is your favorite place?
There’s a beach where you can watch a breathtaking
sunset in solitude if you climb down an old path
carved into a cliﬀ.
What is your favorite activity?
I love traveling to new places with diﬀerent
cultures.
What is your favorite concert you have been to?
The Last Shadow Puppets.
If you could be an animal for a day, what would
you be?
I would be a rich lady’s small dog because they
probably get better fed than I do.

The Shield
is an independent
publication of the Journalism class at
Westmont High School. Editorials reﬂect the opinion of the
writer and do not necessarily reﬂect the views of Westmont
High School, its Board of Trustees, faculty, administration,
or students. The Shield welcomes all opinions, editorials,
poems, artwork, complaints, pictures, advertisements,
and letters to the editor. Submit all material to Room 58.
We appreciate articles from students, faculty, parents
and subscribers. The Shield,
Shield Westmont High School, and
CUHSD do not endorse any advertisements that run in the
newspaper.
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By Meliea Chiu

Photos by Meliea Chiu

Freshman
Ashley
Thorp

What are
your thoughts
on Snapchat
Streaks?

What is the best
place to eat?

They’re okay.

Sophomore
Shreyass
Prem
Sankar

Streaks help you
keep in contact with
your friends, learn
more about them, and
maybe ﬁnd something
in common!

Senior
Devon
Young

They
can be
annoying but a good
way to talk to people.

In-n-Out.

Home because my
grandma makes
delicious Vietnamese
food!

Between those
two, probably
Drake.

Aeropostale is
inexpensive, and it
looks good too! :)

PacSun has nice
shorts and cute tops.

Drake.

Pedros in Los
Gatos.

What is the best
place to buy
clothes from?

I like to
buy my
clothes at
Hollister
or Abercrombie.

Drake.

Streaks are good for
sending funny videos
and pictures to your
close
friends!

Junior
Leta Pham

Post Malone or
Drake?

Post
Malone.

I like going
to Vans but
Levi’s is
good too.

By Emma Cline
Amid the bustling capital of our nation lies a quaint oasis where students
thread together ambition, activism, and education. American University sits a quick 15
minutes from the Capitol Building, fostering the bright minds of future politicians. Whether in
a frosty snow or sparkling spring, A.U. oﬀers beautiful paths through gardens, extensive libraries
with cozy study nooks, and even free metro passes into the heart of D.C. Its proximity to the
democratic hub of the world provides opportunities for internships, in which 90% of students
participate. Friendly to the environment, A.U. has reached 100% carbon neutral status, becoming
the ﬁrst university, urban campus, and research university to reach carbon neutrality and use
only renewable energy as an electricity source. To top it all oﬀ, A.U. cultivates diversity with
students from all over the nation and the globe. Such variety kindles an appreciation and learning
of cultures, tying together an enlightened student population. From quiet meditation in the
Interfaith chapel service to the front rows at rallies down the road, American University
truly encourages the determined to soar.

By Bereket Kebede

Subjects: U.S. History, APUSH, Government/
Economics.
Years at Westmont: 5.
Birthplace: Oceanside, California.
High school: San Clemente High School.
College: UC Davis for undergraduate, UC Irvine for graduate school.
What makes Wesmont great?
We have a very diverse student body and staﬀ.
What do you enjoy most about teaching?
I enjoy working with students, having students learn about current events, and having empathy for what’s
going on in the world.
What’s your favorite unit/concept/standard?
I love to teach about elections in government class because it’s captivating, and there is a lot to talk about.
We live in a democracy so elections are important.
If you weren’t a teacher what would you be doing?
I would most likely be working in some sort of legislative support job in Sacramento.
What’s your favorite movie?
That’s a hard one, but Elf.

Photo of
Christopher
Mock by Bereket
Kebede.
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By Katie DaQuino
All Photos by Katie
DaQuino.

What is the name
of Ariana Grande’s
most recent album?
(Sweetener)

Who sings the
song “Somebody
to Love?”
(Queen, but also
Justin Bieber)

No idea,
Ariana
Grande?

Freshman
Ryan
Chaudoin

Sophomore
Claire
DaQuino

How many paintings
did Vincent van
Gogh sell during his
lifetime?
(one)

Who won the best
new artist at the
Grammy Awards
this year?
(Alessia Cara)

Drake.
Justin
Bieber.

I don’t know,
maybe some
rapper.

I don’t know,
something with
cupcakes?

Sweetener.

Junior
Faith
Lee

Justin
Bieber.
Khalid.

Senior
Connor
Wolf

The OG
Cardi B.
Pete
Davidson.

By Allira Bellawala
Friday, 9/28: Freshman/
Sophomore Powerpuﬀ.
Monday, 10/1: Movie
Night In (PJs).
Junior/Senior Powerpuﬀ.
Tuesday, 10/2: Disney Day.
Freshman/Sophomore
Lip Sync at lunch.
Wednesday, 10/3: “On
Wednesdays, we wear. . .
Class Colors.”
Rally tonight at 7 p.m.
Junior/Senior Lip Sync at
lunch.
Thursday, 10/4: DC vs.
Marvel.
Friday, 10/5: Warrior Pride.
Football Game against
Lincoln tonight!
Saturday, 10/6:
Wallywood—Homecoming
Dance 7-10 p.m.

Queen.
‘89: Robert Moody.
’91: Sandy Cotton.
’94: Brett Petersen.
’96: Wendy Lawson, Dianne Leo.
’97: Jason Miller.
’99: Jeﬀ Bengford, Andy Evans, Vicki Falkner, Liz
Jarrett, Randy Wallace.
’00: Agnieszka Waclawek,
Tim Yang.
’01: Humberto Goulart,
Tony Santos.
’02: Sally Rodrigues, Jeﬀ
Poppinga.
’03: Chris Haskett.
’04: David Duarte, MariePierre Eilers, Christian
Parks, Melissa Sanchez.
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Tobias
Izzy
Alduino

By Bereket Kebede
Attention new and returning Westmont students! The
black student union on campus is now accepting applications
for board member positions next month, so if you are interested
in diversity, community outreach, and inclusion then feel free
to join! Text @warriorbsu to 81010 for more details or if you
have any questions. Meetings will be held every other A day in
room 18B during lunch. Everyone is welcome so please do not
be discouraged! We hope to see many of you there.

’05: Paula Smith.
’06: Alison LaBouﬀ, Jim Marshall, Roma Martwick, Ashleigh
Tighe.
’07: Bernard Roller, John Tavernakis.
’08: Alfonso Garcia, Adrian Sessions.
’09: Eric Buran, Monica Perez-Sanchez, Mike Scialabba.
’10: Maria Parrish.
’11: David Becker, Alison McLin, Matt Schembri.
’12: Daniel Coonce, Robin Davis, Jeﬀ Jones, Daniel MejiaGarcia.
’13: Gabriela Hopkins, Courtney Jasiulek, Andrew Narva,
Marissa Russell, Laura Saldana, Gargi Verma.
’14: Joy Brawn, Sheri Crutcher, Christopher DiGrazia,
Margaret Farley, Jenee Fawson, Melanie Gomez, Bryce
Hadley, Shuyan Hsu, Mark Kaanapu, Rani Kang, Chris Mock,
Lisa Nielsen, George Palau, Denise Picard.
’15: Rachel Bradley, Felicia Del Real, Seth Graydon, Leslie
Rauwendaal, Gary Rose, Norma Sanchez, Anu Tandon.
’16: Gail Arenberg, Daniel Atilano, Matt de Cesare, Kelly
Donohue, Erika Flores, Tara Forstner, Joshua Joesten, Riley
McWilliams, John Shieh.
’17: Richard Carmona, Rene Klaus, Christina Mandler-Smith,
Richard Mendez, Adam Perez, Taylor Wakeﬁeld.
’18: Amanda Borges, Jennifer Halas, Greg Kapaku, Dianne
Lindsay, Andrew Mendez, Roger Migdow, Shireen Rizvi,
Anita Su, Eloina Villegas.

Hamilton
Shopping Center
1640 S. Bascom
Ave.
(408) 371-4970
6 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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By Julian Benesch
Sunday, July 1, Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) was elected to serve as the president of Mexico. AMLO won the election by a
landslide. Holding 53% of votes, he beat his nearest competitor by more than double. Currently representing the National Regeneration Movement
(Morena), AMLO has spent time both in the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) and Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD).
Standing against U.S. imperialism and neoliberalism (favoring free-market capitalism), he strives to nationalize the majority of Mexico’s
markets and reduce global trade. However, he stated that he will cooperate with the U.S., but will not tolerate racism. In addition to this, AMLO
has made numerous unprecedented claims including ﬁghting the war on crime with passiﬁsm, not bullets; he sees alleviating poverty as
the solution, abolishing his private guards with private unarmed citizens representing careers including, teachers, lawyers, doctor, and
engineering. Also, AMLO said that he will not observe the Mexican tradition of laying oﬀ federal employees after an election to reduce
federal spending.
AMLO has made numerous promises to the Mexican public to better the state: establish a true democracy in Mexico, eliminate
corruption, and earthquake vulnerability in buildings and lack of water supply in diﬀerent areas of the country. By ﬁxing prices on
produce, AMLO hopes to make Mexico self-suﬃcient on corn, beans, sorghum, beef, chicken, eggs, and ﬁsh. Also, he has assured
the public that he will promote national funding without raising taxes or increase the national debt by elimination corruption in the
government and by eliminating excessive spending, diverting the new-found money towards production jobs. Looking to strengthen the
workforce, AMLO has promised free education on all levels, distributing allowances to low-income students in universities; proposed
jobs for 2.3 million young people with an additional allowance, and doubled the pensions for retirees. Finally, AMLO seeks to protect all
Mexican citizens with a single command police force and provide amnesty to all legal oﬀenders who seek rehabilitation.
His declarations fall in line with many ideas of socialism (the basis of the PRI). Unfortunately, socialism never works out well and
often leads to economic recession, mass corruption, and societal oppression. Closing his country’s markets often provide economic
growth for the ﬁrst two years and after that the lack of free-market competition reduces new developments in technology,
hindering a country’s ability to move forward. But who knows what will happen—AMLO could lead Mexico down a path
of new beginnings, or a step backward from the progress they have worked so hard to achieve.

By Alexis Weisend
300 abusers. Over 1,000 victims. 1,400 pages of evidence. The recently uncovered “Pennsylvania revelations”
exposed a pedophillic network of secrecy held by the Catholic Church for decades. Believing pedophillia was
something easily cured by therapy, higher powers of the church—such as bishops—simply moved the said priests
to another location. An ex-priest, Edward Ganster, was sent to a mental hospital by an archbishop after sexually
abusing a 13-year-old boy on an overnight church trip. When Ganster requested a recommendation to work at
Disney World, the Monsignor wrote to him, assuring the priest that he is “quite sure that the Diocese will be
able to give you a positive reference in regard to the work you did during your years of service here as a priest.”
Ganster later went on to drive the train at Magic Kingdom for 15 years.
Young boys were the main targets of these priests. One report detailed a sadistic system used by
priests to mark their next prey or signal to other priests a potential victim for abuse. One suﬀerer, referred to as
George, said to a grand jury that the priests would give a speciﬁc gift to boys to mark them as prime targets,
“giving their favorite boys these crosses.” George himself recieved a large gold cross. According to the grand
jury, the speciﬁc ring of priests that took part in this system also manufactured child pornography and often
used whips and sadism in their abuse.
This is just one example in one state in one church. Countries like Argentina, Ireland, and Italy have held
similar investigations, exposing rings of pedophilia in the Catholic Church. The numbers of abusers, victims, and
incidents are not exact, with experts estimating there are thousands of more cases to be uncovered. However, out of 300
abusers, only two can be prosecuted, as most abuse is too old.
There are roughly 1,000 priests in Pennsylvania. More than 30% of them are conﬁrmed pedophiles. What does
this mean for tax exemptions? What does this mean for the Catholic church? What does this mean for religion?

By Annie Vertin
India is no stranger to the unforgiving monsoon season; on the contrary, almost
every summer, monsoons dominate various regions of the country, presenting a myriad of
safety hazards that impact both the vast population and environment. However, this year’s
monsoons, exacerbated by 37% of excessive rainfall in an uncommonly short period of two-and-a-half months, resulted in an
unprecedented number of ﬂoods and landslides. The ﬂoods, which mainly occurred in India’s southern state, Kerala, are being
called the worst in the state’s history. “We’re witnessing something that has never happened before in the history of Kerala,”
aﬃrms Pinarayi Vijayan, the region’s chief minister. Devastatingly, the ﬂoods that engulfed this state took the lives of
almost 500 people, leaving millions more displaced in thousands of relief camps.
Now, in the aftermath of the ﬂoods, Kerala must battle a deadly outbreak of leptospirosis, a rare infection
spread through the urine of infected animals, that has already claimed 19 lives.
Page 5 Editors
Unfortunately, the ﬂooding demolished one of the state’s best hospitals, and
nearly 500 primary health centers, 137 community health centers, and
19 dispensaries were damaged. Combined, these establishments
created the essential foundation of Kerala’s healthcare
system. With lives on the line and diminished
Melina
Cassie
resources, Kerala faces its biggest struggle in the
Mahood
Kim
century.
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By Allira Bellawala
Have you ever wanted to step out of your comfort zone and do something insane? Or maybe you’ve been confused after seeing me shopping at Safeway
painted blue and dressed like an alien. Has your life become too predictable? Well, I’ve got the answers to all of your problem: GISHWHES.
All Op/Ed Photos
Created by actor Misha Collins, the program raises money for charity and spreads happiness—staying true to its slogan that “we are the
by Erin Campbell.
weird.” Now shortened to ‘GISH,’ the Greatest International Scavenger Hunt the World has Ever Seen may seem crazy—and rightly so. For
one week in August, thousands of people from across the world competed in teams to try and complete the most items from the hunt
list. Now, these are no ordinary items; they range from public embarrassment to charity to random acts of kindness to artwork to
anything you can imagine. With the variety of tasks, GISH has a job for everyone. If you’re artsy, create a children’s book page
about Winnie the Pooh’s mob boss cousin Vinnie da Pooh or create a wedding dress out of old newspaper. If you’re outgoing,
hold a tea party in the middle of the street or reenact a movie in the Delsarte style (something every good GISH-er knows).
The “ifs” go on, but the most important ones are if you’re creative and if you want to make a diﬀerence. Each
activity requires you to think outside the box and leave your comfort zone; no item can be completed in the same way or
without imagination. However, GISH is not just for personal gain; generosity and kindness are just as necessary. All the proﬁts
from sign-ups go to diﬀerent charities, and many of the events are random acts of kindness. People step up to share messages of
acceptance, help immigrants, and connect with their community. In the biggest item on the list, the ‘Change a Life’ challenge, GISH-ers
unite to raise money and awareness for a speciﬁc cause. This year, the cause was to help Rwandan women start a sustainable business.
Last year’s challenge helped an African ballet studio whose founder was dying of cancer (all those dancers then participated in the hunt
this year).
Personally, I’ve held belly ﬂop Olympics, baked brownies for local ﬁremen, and welded a slightly intimidating message on a
piece of toast (it was supposed to be inspirational, so we wrote “Now or Never,” but seeing that on bread constantly is strangely threatening), among other things. I
always do it with my mom, which makes it all the more fun; I’ve also met teammates from Germany, Pakistan, and many U.S. states. GISH is a uniting force—and one
I’ll never give up. It’s a breath of fresh air in a life of normality where you can embrace every bit of weird you are with pride. Of course, this in no way encompasses
the full magic of the hunt, so I encourage you to all investigate further, or ask me! If nothing else, remember to always embrace your weird.

By Alexis Weisend
Mahatma Gandhi, the leader of the Indian independence movement against British
rule and an activist for Indian rights, was a man idolized for his
humanitarian and moral values. However, Gandhi had
his faults. During his time in South Africa, Gandhi
often spoke of his antipathy for Native Africans.
In a petition letter to the South African government,
Gandhi urged that a lower legal status for Indians
would result in them being “degraded to the habits
of the aboriginal Natives, and a generation hence,
between the progeny of the Indians and the Natives,
there will be very little diﬀerence in habits, and customs
and thought.” Similarly, during a speech given in Mumbai,
Gandhi cried that Europeans want “to degrade us [Indians] to
the level of the raw kaﬃr whose occupation is hunting and
whose sole ambition is to collect a certain number of cattle
to buy a wife with, and then pass his life in indolence and
nakedness.”
Gandhi’s disgustingly racist words came as a surprise to

me, as I had thought of him as a prime example of tolerance. What was
even more startling was how his sexist beliefs inﬂuenced his interactions
with young women. To test his strength to combat sexual desire, Gandhi
made young women, including his great-grand niece, sleep next to him
naked at night. In his letters, Gandhi described what occurred those
nights, which included having the young girls strip-tease him. Many of
the more graphic letters have been destroyed, but one can assume what
occurred those frightful nights. Moreover, Gandhi believed these sex
“experiments” had national importance, stating “I hold that true service
of the country demands this observance.” Gandhi additionally believed
that birth control vulgarized women, no provocative dress should be
tolerated, and any woman taken advantage of should be shamed for
provoking a man’s carnal desires.
Now, these ﬁndings do not entirely discredit Gandhi’s
achievements in Indian independence of course. We quote this man
routinely and honor him as one of the greatest humanitarians of all time.
However, we must not disregard his abominable beliefs and actions
directed towards Africans and women. Just because an individual does a
few good things, does not make them a paragonic god.

By Melina Mahood
The night before orientation, my friends and I brainstormed something cute that we could do together, so that our ID photos could match. We landed on space
buns—a popular trend consisting of two mini buns on each side of the head. After deciding how to wear my hair, I planned my outﬁt, building my immense excitement
to start my journey through senior year.
I will admit, I didn’t know if I would look good in space buns, but once I looked at myself with the completed hairstyle I felt cute. I know; crazy, right? A girl
actually feels conﬁdent in herself... Alas, not all good things or feelings can last. After taking one of my best school photos
ever, I walked up to greet the rest of my ladies in buns and check out their schedules. As I approached them a man came
up to me and aggressively said “What’s your name?”
“Melina Mahood” I said. “What is the issue, sir?”
The man, a manager for Now and Forever Studios, spoke back in the most condescending way, telling me that I
looked “goofy” and was making a “mockery of my school.” Adding on to this, he raised his voice and chuckled to himself
as he told me “colleges won’t accept a transcript with a photo like that.” Infuriated and hurt, I never would have expected
someone to comment on my appearance in a photo that I felt so content with. Regardless, I
treated the man who talked down to me with the utmost respect and retook the photo as per his
Page 6 Editors
request.
After sitting with what happened for a few days, I began to feel mad and hurt at the situation.
How dare he tell me that I don’t look “right” to him? What gives him the authority to tell me that I cannot wear my hair the way I
want? Now, keep in mind that I wasn’t wearing funny clothes, and my makeup was completely normal; I looked normal. Nothing
about my appearance made it fair game for me to be yelled at or told I needed to redo a photo, because in his opinion, it didn’t look
Ben Nikitin
good. To all the ladies reading this, it is never okay for people to tell you that you don’t look good or for them to comment on your
Aditya Kulashekar
appearance in a negative way because, frankly, it is not any of their business.
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By Ben Nikitin
Scientists expect 2018 to be the fourth-hottest year on record,
but it’s one of the coldest for me. Since the installation of air
conditioning units throughout Westmont—a long-awaited
event by many students—our school has finally gotten cool.
However, for many students, it’s gotten a little too cool. Air
conditioning has become an essential component in climates
such as ours, and the use of it in schools, especially in recent
years, has become more important than ever; a/c provides
students with a comfortable learning environment, greater
concentration, and even higher grades.
But when it comes to a/c use, there’s a fine line
between comfort and discomfort. In room 58, many students
dread the humming sound of the a/c turning on, one which
they’ve learned to associate with the arctic air which exits
from the room’s vents. Clever senior Jessica Swalve stores a

fuzzy blue robe in Andy Evans’ room, prepared to whip it out when the evil a/c unit
strikes. Although the thermostat may be set at 72 degrees, the frigid, dry air which
exits from it is far colder, ranging from 60 to 65 degrees (blowing air at 72 degrees
is incredibly inefficient). The temperature reading on the thermostat, therefore,
is an unreliable indicator of a room’s frigidness, and teachers should take note of
that. For teachers, it’s easy to lose track of how students feel about a room’s a/c
as they move constantly about the classroom while the students remain stationary,
oftentimes with drafts darting straight at their heads. To all teachers who set their
room temperatures below 75 degrees, we the students ask that you take our opinions
into consideration. Andy Evans has done just that, compromising with his students
by turning up the thermostat to a temperature which will maintain his comfort and
lower our discomfort. Other teachers need to follow in his tracks; make surveys or
plainly ask your students if they feel comfortable in your room. There’s nothing more
miserable for students than entering a refrigerator classroom. It has the potential to
make an enjoyable class one which they resent.

By Kelsea Dizon
With the substantial increase of advanced technology, like laptops, smartphones, and tablets, social media inﬁltrates the minds of our
population with many diﬀerent, pernicious eﬀects. Although apps like Instagram, Snapchat, and Facebook have helped us stay connected to
friends and family, social media also negatively impacts the lives of our youth.
By asserting the importance of popularity and societal beauty standards stronger than ever before, social media inﬂuences and
changes the mindset of today’s children. According to Newport Academy, about 97% of teenagers today go online daily, and 73% of those
teenagers use social media. That being said, imagine how many of our youth constantly are comparing themselves to others. No wonder
our last two generations have higher depression rates compared to Generation Y and those before. The brain has actually rewired the
underdeveloped prefrontal cortex to seek immediate gratiﬁcation from notiﬁcations.
In today’s youth, acceptance and popularity standards shifts to the idea that the number of followers and likes one has on their
instagram page determines one’s role in the high school community. We are so focused on what we post and say on the internet,
that studies show teenagers have a harder time with face-to-face interactions. A main reason today’s generation is called the
“iGeneration” is because we concentrate so much on hiding behind a screen and are obsessed with how people view us on the
internet; we have deﬁcient social skills because no one truly interacts with one another unless forced to do so.
However, I cannot fully claim that everything about social media is terrible. Many of my friends exemplify the good.
Soﬁa Jorgenson has new friends and relationships from meeting other teenagers online, and Santos Celaya creatively expresses
his humor and opinions on one of his accounts with over 20,000 followers. A simple way to avoid the negative eﬀects of social media is to
simply limit its use.

By Arohi Gadagkar

I used to view 3D printing as convenient—the zipper on
my backpack could snap in half, and instead of wasting time
and money on buying a new backpack, I could just print a
new zipper and continue on with my day. But just recently,
the U.S. State Department allowed an
organization called Defense Distribution
to release blueprints on how to 3D print
guns, regardless of the ongoing debates
about gun control. Additionally,
research regarding 3D printed drugs
has been released, despite the current
opioid crisis. So I wonder, is it time to
press the pause button on 3D printers?
The impacts of 3D printing are
too advantageous to completely dismiss.
Engineers can print cheap prototypes instead
of blowing hundreds and thousands of dollars on expensive
equipment which sometimes results in faulty prototypes. 3D printing is also

environmentally beneﬁcial; it is more energy eﬃcient and produces less landﬁll
waste compared to other manufacturing companies. And now that there’s talk
of being able to print drugs, situations that require immediate medicine could
be handled at home.
However, 3D printing is moving in a direction where people’s lives
could be at stake. People are able to print weapons of war in their living rooms,
and these weapons would consist of no other material besides plastic. Plastic
is undetectable with metal detectors, meaning that anybody, literally anybody
because there is no license required to purchase a 3D printer, can walk into an
airport, concert venue, or building carrying a concealed weapon.
Maybe it’s time we start considering
the possibilities of imposing a body of laws Page 7 Editors
regarding 3D printers before the situation
becomes out of hand.
As of right now, 3D printed guns are
the only issue on people’s radar, but at this
point, a new blueprint for anthrax could be
William
Ben
released tomorrow.
Caracio
Nikitin
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By Daniela Sechen
Calling all fans of the excessively cute—Hello Kitty
has set up shop in Santana Row. Oﬀering themed desserts, sweet
drinks, and plenty of Sanrio merch, the pop-up Hello Kitty Mini
Café will satisfy both your sweet tooth and your love for the iconic
Japanese character.
As its name suggests, the café is truly mini—at most,
it can comfortably hold seven adults—but the size only adds to
the charm. The storefront and walls are painted Hello Kitty’s
signature pink, and ﬂuﬀy cloud decorations hang from the ceiling.
The small glass counter displays adorable macarons, cakes, and
pies, all adorned with a Hello Kitty face and too cute to eat. Even
the drinks have their own kawaii touch: water comes in pink, bowshaped plastic bottles, and the coﬀees feature Hello Kitty latte
art. Non-edible merchandise includes keychains, reusable water
bottles, mugs, and T-shirts.
During my visit on a ﬁne Tuesday evening, I
ordered the lemon pocket pie (a seasonal
special!) and paid 25 cents for water
in a Hello Kitty cup. Unfortunately,
the pie’s interior did not match its
ﬂawless exterior. Although the
crust was nicely ﬂaky, the frosting
was overpoweringly sweet, and the
lemon ﬂavor was barely detectable.
On a better note, the water just tasted
like water, but added with the joy of
drinking it through a pink straw. If
you’re looking for a quality dessert,
you’d be best elsewhere. But in terms of
adorableness and Hello Kitty love, this
mini café is perfectly delectable.

By Samantha Lam and Stephanie Lau
Time to spill the tea. We visited Rabbit Rabbit Tea,
which recently opened in the Valley Fair mall. From far away,
we could already spot the line curling around the kiosk-like
shop. It was evident that people were eager to try out
the new boba store. Even with a long line, service was
quick and made customers feel at ease. The shop has a
whimsical Alice in Wonderland theme, with eye-catching
black-and-yellow striped walls. Additionally, one of the walls
sports images of the White Rabbit and the Mad Hatter. The
store oﬀered free straw ornaments in the form of a rabbit’s
whiskers. Rabbit Rabbit Tea also uses a point system, which
allows returning customers to get discounts on drinks. With that
being said, let’s hop into our individual reviews.
Samantha: I prefer to stick to simpler boba drinks,
so I ordered the Assam Milk Tea, which is Rabbit Rabbit Tea’s
version of a classic black milk tea. They let you choose your sugar and ice levels, so I
chose 50% sweetness and 30% ice. Right oﬀ the bat, I was impressed by the service at
the place. The cashier was really friendly, even when I butchered the pronunciation of
“Assam” so badly that he couldn’t understand me. He kindly helped me ﬁnd the right
drink and remained all smiles. I was kind of taken aback by the price, however: my total
(including tax) came out to be nearly $6. Nevertheless, I was super excited to try out the
drink, and overall I wasn’t disappointed. I personally prefer my milk tea to have a strong
tea ﬂavor, and Rabbit Rabbit’s milk tea had just that. The boba had a nice texture, but it
was a little bland compared to other shops’ boba I’ve had in the past. All in all, I had a
great experience at Rabbit Rabbit Tea: however, for the price I feel like the drink itself
could have been better. Therefore, I would give this place a 7/10.
Stephanie: Let’s get things straight. I’m lactose intolerant, and that really limits
my options when it comes to choosing drinks at tea shops. Luckily, Rabbit Rabbit oﬀered
a tempting Lychee Green Tea; I really like lychee. To my delight, I was able to choose
the sugar and ice level, and I picked 50% sweetness and 30% ice. I didn’t realize the
tea I ordered already came with lychee jelly, so I kind of unnecessarily added boba. The
more the merrier, right? Once I ﬁnished telling the world on Snapchat I was drinking
tea, it was time for the highly anticipated taste test. Dun dun dun! I usually like my
teas not too sweet, and this drink totally ﬁt that criteria. Extremely strong, the tea ﬂavor
unfortunately masked the lychee ﬂavor; that wasn’t a plus. The boba did not look like
your average black pearl. It looked clear, and I thought that was pretty cool, but the
taste of the boba seemed bland. Nevertheless, the lychee jelly had a perfect chew and
sweetness to it. Overall, Rabbit Rabbit Tea fulﬁlled my tea cravings, yet it didn’t surpass
my expectations like a few other boba shops, which means I give this place a 7/10.
Worth It? Overall, we would say that Rabbit Rabbit Tea is worth it, if you’re
in the area and are willing to splurge on a drink. However, there are a multitudes of other
boba places that oﬀer equally good, if not better drinks, at a much cheaper price. And
that’s the tea.

By Marina de Alba
If you’re looking to stop somewhere
for a quick and healthy meal, Asian Box is the perfect place for
you. With their all-organic, locally-sourced ingredients and low
wait time, this must-go lunch spot is not only convenient, but also a
much better alternative to fast food. Inspired by Vietnamese street
food, Asian Box oﬀers a wide variety of options, especially for
vegetarians, vegans, and those with other dietary restrictions. The
menu is unique in that customers can either choose to build their
own box, combining diﬀerent ﬂavors of their choice, or select one
of the a-la-carte boxes from the ﬁxed menu. Asian Box also has a
great drink selection if you’re feeling thirsty; I highly recommend
the Vietnamese coﬀee to all the caﬀeine lovers out there. Beside
utlizing local sustainable food, all stores are physically built
with reclaimed materials and FSA certiﬁed wood, meaning it is
ethically derived from forests. The restaurant’s regard for the
environment is just another reason to support the business. With
its newest location in the Pruneyard, Asian Box will become an
eat-out destination for everyone in the Campbell area.
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Julia Ocher
Grace Rodhouse

Hello Kity Cafe: 377 Santana Row, San Jose.
Rabbit Rabbit Tea: 2855 Stevens
Creek Blvd, Santa Clara.
Asian Box: 1875 S Bascom
Ave, Campbell.
Chromatic Coﬀee: 5237
Stevens Creek Blvd, Santa
Clara.

By Chloe Clegg and Arohi Gadagkar
We love coﬀee. We love coﬀee
mugs. We love coﬀee shops. What we don’t
love is the overpriced, low-quality drinks of
Chromatic Coﬀee. No amount of mason jars, aesthetic art,
and friendly service can justify the murder of our taste buds
and of our wallets. Never again will we pay six dollars for a
mocha that tastes more like a rip-oﬀ of Safeway chocolate
milk, and another six for a vanilla latte that had plenty of
vanilla, but no latte. Although the Aprigoat toast did provide
some redemption, it was immediately cancelled out by the
impossibly hard honey butter toast. While the café did have
a nice atmosphere and plenty of space, we just wish that
Chromatic Coﬀee allocated more money toward the quality
of their coﬀee instead of the shirts and jackets hanging for
sale on their wall. From the initial appearance of the cafe,
we predicted this could be a new addition to our extensive
list of coﬀee shops for studying or hanging out, but we were
sorely disappointed.
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By Alexis Weisend
As a kid, I remember strolling through the isles of used clothes
looking for a normal pair of skinny jeans. I wanted to shop at regular stores
and get the “cool” clothes so badly. However, I settled for my own rather
gross Goodwill style of fashion. A classic look was oversized jeans, a
grandma turtleneck, and a big ol’ dad belt to tie the look together. Honestly,
I didn’t even long for the cool clothes after a while because I thought I was
poppin’. My mom didn’t like me watching Disney Channel (which is where
I think much of the mid 2000s styles came from), so I mostly watched weird
old shows and ﬁlms. My style icons were Sally from When Harry Met Sally,
Velma from Scooby Doo, and Helen from Sliding Doors. I looked great, and
I have no idea why people didn’t date me.
Now, I guess this style is trendy. Urban Outﬁtters is the epitome of
fashion corporations proﬁting oﬀ of this style; their clothes range from $40
to $100. The whole reason this style started was because kids could only
aﬀord scrappy, second-hand clothes from sketchy shops. So, why waste
your money? Go to Goodwill and ﬁnd some cute outﬁts for a fraction of the
price. You’ll discover some funny clothes too and make fun of them. Have
an adventure, son.

By Kameron Madson
Describe your style in three words.
Nadine: Stylish, cute, basic.
Quinn: Simple, easy, comfortable.
Fashion Icon?
Nadine: Kylie Jenner and Selena Gomez.
Quinn: Myself.
Favorite store?
Nadine: Hollister.
Quinn: Nike or Tilly’s.
Most essential clothing item?
Nadine: Pants.
Quinn: Shorts.

Photos of Nadine and Quinn by Kameron Madson.

By Erin Campbell
If you’re anything like me, you hate shopping for jeans. Whether
it’s the disappointment of fake pockets, or the simple fact that nothing ever
ﬁts just right, I had never found my perfect pair of jeans. I tried looking
everywhere–or at least I thought I had–until a display at Target caught
my eye. On that fateful day, I found my perfect pair of skinny jeans, as
well as my perfect pair of mom jeans. The skinny jeans, labeled
“curvy skinny,” didn’t have the dreaded waist gap, which was
a problem I ran into frequently. These pants ﬁt so well; I don’t
even need to wear a belt with them. I also didn’t expect Target
to have such cute styles, but the mom jeans I found are
trendy, and they are actually the pants that I get the most
compliments on. If this still isn’t enough to convince
you, both pairs have pockets I can ﬁt my entire hand
in, and only cost about $20 each. So remember not to
underestimate Target, and even if you hate shopping
for jeans, give Target a try. You just might change your
mind.

By Melina Mahood and Jessica Swalve
Jessica: Mel, I’m so sad. I have several sweaters that just don’t ﬁt me anymore and I’ve only worn them a couple of times. What a waste of money.
Melina: Go sell them at Crossroads.
Jessica: What? What’s Crossroads?
Melina: Have you never heard of it? It’s a shop where you can sell your old clothes.
Jessica: No way! That’d be awesome!
And indeed it was. Just a few weeks back, we visited the Crossroads Trading Company, hoping to sell our lightly used clothes. Upon entering, all I saw
were rows upon rows of clothes. It was a huge store! All the racks were neatly organized and labeled anything from trendy to designer to edgy. Soon, an employee
looked over my items and separated them into seasonal categories, as they were looking for fall related items at the time. She gave me a price for my items and
oﬀered either cash or store credit. Quick, easy, and 100% worth it. I highly recommend selling or shopping at Crossroads. What
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else will you do with the clothes you never wear? –Jessica
Everyone at Crossroads was super friendly and helpful. As a ﬁrst timer, I was very confused on how the whole process
worked, but the employees were very eager to help. They have a little tablet you can sign in on if you’re selling clothes; if you’re
shopping, employees guide you to the clothes you are looking for. Before going to this store, I felt skeptical that they wouldn’t
have clothing I wanted, but I found a variety of great brands like Lululemon, Levi’s, and more. I will deﬁnitely return soon to get
winter clothing! –Melina
Marina
Kelsea
de Alba
Dizon
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By Daniela Sechen
When you think of the ocean, you probably imagine dancing seaweed,
ﬂitting ﬁsh, and beautiful dark blue water. If you like to call yourself environmentally
aware, maybe you picture a turtle strangled by plastic soda rings. But what about
an a sea blanketed by electric green goo, with not a single sea creature to be seen?
Due to staggeringly high levels of nutrient pollution in our oceans, dead zones—
areas so depleted of oxygen that they can no longer sustain life—are becoming
increasingly common. This process, called eutrophication, begins when an
overabundance of nutrients, like nitrates and phosphates, inﬁltrates a body of water.
Thriving oﬀ these nutrients, algal blooms quickly multiply and block sunlight
from photosynthesizing plants. Then, when these plants and eventually the algae
die, the bacteria that decompose their bodies consume the remaining oxygen,
leaving none for the ﬁsh and other aquatic life. As a result, most organisms die.
First ﬂagged in 1950, the Gulf of Mexico has ballooned into a serious area of
concern for scientists. Although the hypoxic (no oxygen) zone is currently at
a “low” of approximately 7,040 square kilometers—a nice improvement from
last year’s measurement of over 14,000 square kilometers—it still covers an
area the size of Delaware, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission reports

over 580 ﬁsh kills due to algal blooms along with the deaths of at least
92 manatees, while the ABC News station in Tampa reveals that at least 9
bottlenose dolphins have died, and at least 60 sea turtles are sick. Florida’s
tourism industry is nowhere near immune from this disaster, as a grotesque,
bright green sludge of cyanobacteria smothering boats, docks, and homes
along the coast. Finally, the area’s red tide (another type of algal bloom) not
only prompts current human respiratory issues; it has also accumulated
enough nutrient build up to cause headaches for a minimum of 50 years.
The largest culprit of excessive nutrient runoﬀ is commercialized
agriculture. The United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization estimates
a worldwide use of over 200 tonnes of nitrogen- and phosphorus-loaded
fertilizers in 2018. These fertilizers, along with animal waste from CAFOs,
seep into the groundwater and eventually reach the oceans, resulting in algae
growth and thus oxygen depletion. Global warming only accelerates this
process, as rising temperatures lead to less dissolved oxygen stored in the water.
Therefore, if we don’t demand change from the agriculture industry or our
anti-science federal government, we will continue to lose our beautiful oceans.

By Makenna Adams
Imagine a world where ﬁsh are replaced with
plastic bottles. Plastic ﬁsh, exhaling plastic bubbles. By the
year 2050, marine and environmental scientists speculate
that there will be as much plastic in the ocean as there
are ﬁsh. Ocean pollution is an intense global issue that
threatens all marine life, and plastic is the main oﬀender.
Nearly every piece of plastic ever created still exists, and is
currently ﬂoating somewhere in the ocean. When plastic invades
the ocean, most often as plastic bags or discarded ﬁshing nets,
it threatens the marine life that relies on the oceans for food. To
an unsuspecting sea turtle, a ﬂoating plastic bag is a tasty jellyﬁsh
snack. Blameless sea birds may confuse small plastic pieces with ﬁsh
eggs. Floating ﬁshing nets, drink ring connectors, and even small
plastic straws have the ability to entangle sea creatures, and they are
unable eat or escape. This reality seems grim, but there are many ways

in which you can reduce the amount of plastic in the
ocean. Consider using a reusable fabric bag to carry your
groceries. Buy items in bulk in order to limit your
use of individual products wrapped in plastic.
Don’t use single use plastic straws, utensils or
cups oﬀered to you in restaurants. These methods
are maddeningly simple, yet we consistently choose
convenience over what is best for the environment.
When was the last time you used a piece of
plastic? Maybe you indulged on a Starbucks drink
or hot Cheetos? I’m certain you used plastic at least
once today. And while it is diﬃcult to omit plastic
from your life entirely, it is irresponsible not to think
about the lasting eﬀects plastic has on the environment.
So please, skip the plastic straw—the ocean will thank you.

By Kate Lincoln
By the age of 18, most teenagers only accomplish basic requirements such as high school and maybe a semester or two of college; on the other hand,
Dutch inventor Boyan Slat (who is now 23), has devoted his life to global needs. In 2013, young Slat, devastated by a snorkeling experience in Greece (on which he
encountered more plastic bags than ﬁsh) turned his time to the sea, founding a nonproﬁt organization, The Ocean Cleanup. From then on, the group spent the next
ﬁve years researching, designing, revising, and publicizing their plan to purge the ocean of its toxic plastic pollution. Within the ocean, exist 5 regions where global
currents carry and collect large sums of trash. The team focuses their greatest eﬀorts toward the largest of these gyres, “The Great Paciﬁc Garbage Patch”, which
contains more than 1.8 trillion pieces (80,000 tons) of plastic. Slat believes his model of an oceanic trash collector can (and will) remove roughly half of trash within
the next ﬁve years, compared to the previously estimated eighty thousand years. The simplistic design his device resembles a wide v-shaped array of large plastic
tubes which ﬂoat on top of the surface; underneath drifts a nylon screen and a free-standing sea anchor. Driven by the wind, waves, and currents, the instrument drifts
to collect the semi-stagnant plastic. Each month, the crew will send a boat out to the device as an “oceanic garbage truck” in order to retrieve the collected trash. The
organization will then transform the garbage into recycled products, promoting a sustainable future both for the environment and consumer goods.
Finally, after persevering in the face of science and doubt for the past ﬁve years, the team launched the ﬁrst unit of their system on September 8, 2018, from
the San Francisco Bay. Whether Slat’s plan is a work of pure genius or merely an abandoned college education and ﬁve years of time and eﬀort down the drain, one
will only ascertain after the ﬁrst test of his new mechanism. In the meantime, the world will have to wait in anticipation, the environmentalist in each of us praying
that it works.

“

By Melina Mahood
By 2050, 90 percent of all coral reefs are expected to be dead. 90 percent. These ecosystems
contain a quarter of all marine life within them, but without the reefs, where will the ﬁsh go? They
will go extinct. With instability of the oceans temperatures, constantly increasing due to global
warming, coral is experiencing “bleaching events,” in which the coral turns completely white; it is
essentially sick at this point, making it susceptible to death. In some cases, coral does survive, but
the stress of the bleaching greatly weakens the organism. El Nino years also greatly impact the coral
reefs because the heat waves within the ocean cause frequent bleaching, and the coral has little
to no time to recover between events, so it dies. Currently, according to
National
Geographic, 20% of reefs are beyond repair and will die, but for
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the remaining ecosystems it could take up to 60 years to be healthy again.
Because coral reefs, such as the Great Barrier Reef in Australia, attract
tourists and bring in revenue, countries all around the globe are taking
serious notice to these incidents and pouring money into research/funding
to save them. Protecting the reefs with ﬁshing restrictions will help bring
the wildlife back to the dying reefs in order to save them. Reducing water
pollution and reef monitoring are also said to be beneﬁcial to aiding the
rehabilitation process, but these eﬀort may just be too little, too late.
Bereket Kebede

By Julia Ocher
Most people only know oil spills from the
Downy commercial with the baby duck stuck in the
black oil. However, some oil spills are nearly invisible,
but are just as dangerous as crude oil. Condensate is a
type of petroleum which doesn’t clump and is almost
unnoticeable, making it even more dangerous than
the regular petroleum. In January of this year, roughly
111,000 metric tons were spilled into the East Asian ocean
from the Iranian fuel tanker named Sanchi, invading the
ecosystem oﬀ of Zhoushan, China, an important ﬁshing
ground in Asia. Scientists say that the only real solution
to condensate is to let it evaporate. However, although
condensate dissipates faster than crude oil, it stays toxic
for a longer time. The ﬁshing grounds oﬀ of Zhoushan
produced ﬁve million tons of seafood last year alone,
and scientists say that the condensate is potentially
fatal for humans, so it is unsafe to eat the ﬁsh now.
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By Izzy Alduino
I’m not a very lucky person. The fates always ﬁnd some way to dangle
my dreams right in front of me, just out of reach, and then pull them away with
such force that I faceplant. So when my college roomate handed me a lottery
ticket, I laughed at her, telling her that she wasted her money. “Oh, come on!”
she replied, “Live a little; the lottery gives everyone the equal opportunity to
lose two dollars.” I couldn’t help but laugh and accept the ticket. Printed on
the small, white slip of paper were the numbers 13, 7, 17, 11, 5. Knowing full
well that I wasn’t going to win, I put the ticket in my purse and waited for the
day that they would announce every number except the ones on my ticket.
However, I couldn’t help but wonder, if everyone had an equal shot to win, or

By Grace Rodhouse
A cloud rolled through the dark
sky as she pulled out of the driveway.
With her windows down, she sped past
the houses, the streets, the neighborhoods,
and the cities. Her only comfort came from
the music blasting from the speakers that
made her heart beat in time to the lyrics of
dancing and drinking. She thought little of
the miles adding up on her odometer or the
tiny stripes of luminescent tape dividing the
lanes. While she had time to think, she chose
to not bother with silly dreams of the future

more likely lose, the lottery, didn’t I have an equal shot?
I counted down the days to the number draw, and when the day
ﬁnally came I was on the edge of my seat. My roommate excitedly asked,
“Alright, you ready?”
“As ready as I’ll ever be, I guess,” I shakily replied.
“Okay, numbers……. 13, 7, 17, 11, and 6,” she said hastily.
My heart dropped. How could I have thought anything other than this
cruel irony could happen. As I got up and started to walk away, my roommate
screamed. “Oh my god I won! I just won 147 million dollars!” Well, I may not
have won, but I guess you could say I’m not completely unlucky.

or regrets of the past. This time gave her
serenity and allowed her to drift into a babylike state of peaceful innocence. She drove
so far that the cities condensed to counties,
and counties combined to become states,
until the night air blew through her car
and a humidness grasped her throat as she
breathed deeply. She wasn’t quite sure what
caused her to stop; she hadn’t for the 27
other hitchhikers before him. Maybe it was
the way his thumb looked like it had been
broken before that intrigued her, maybe the

navy green backpack with three strange pins
caught her eye.
Maybe she saw something in his
eyes that reﬂected her own. Either way, she
slowed to a stop ten feet ahead of where he
stood and allowed his dirty shoes to track
dust on the ﬂoor of the car. She turned to
him and stuck out her hand.
“Taylor.”
“Hunter.”
Then he asked her a question, and
their conversation continued until the grave.

By Sara Prough
It was a typical Saturday with my three best friends: Lexi Haidar, Elizabeth George, and Ben Millman. We
were on a new adventure, we didn’t know where we were, but Ben called it “Narnia.” We pulled over to the
side of the road where Ben told us to. I walked on this little trail leading into the forest with ferns and
green trees as far as I could see. I knew then why Ben called this place Narnia; it was so breathtakingly
beautiful. We got down to this open area surrounded by tall redwoods. There was a big rock hanging
over a little creek with trees arching over it. Helping ourselves to a spot on the rock we dangled our legs
over the side and felt the wind swirl through our toes as we took in the magical scenery.
Ben decided he wanted to go down to the water to feel it. As he was walking down, he slipped on a rock
about four feet above the creek and belly ﬂopped in. As I watched from the rock, Ben looked like he was falling in
slow motion. He landed in the creek face down, shattering the glass water bottle in his left hand and completely
cutting up his right hand. He got up even quicker than he fell in with a jolt and rush of adrenaline coursing
through his veins. The creek was extremely shallow, with small and big rocks sticking out everywhere; I did
not think Ben was going to be able to get up.
When he stood up, blood was gushing from his hand, making the creek water dirty and
staining the rocks. Lexi immediately took oﬀ her t-shirt and wrapped Ben’s hand so the blood would
stop. Since we were in the forest, none of us had service. Although Lexi had broken her ankle a
few weeks before, she ran back to her car to get fresh water for Ben and his cuts. Once she was
back, we knew we had to get Ben to a hospital to ﬁx his hand. When he was feeling well enough
to stand, we ﬁnally got out of there. We drove to the hospital and walked him into the ER where
a lady in scrubs took him into this room and told us only family was allowed inside. We were
his family. His dad was on his way and everything was ﬁnally okay. It was a crazy start to our
day, and we knew we wouldn’t be going back to Narnia for a while.
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By William Caraccio
Activities on campus: I am captain of Debate, president of GSA, a member of Girl Up, and I am deeply involved in theatre.
What do you enjoy most about Westmont: I enjoy almost everything about Westmont. Ever since I have been here, there
has never been a dull moment. I am always doing something and having fun!
Westmont needs: In general, Westmont needs better facilities. Speciﬁcally, Westmont needs to do a better job celebrating and
representing our various clubs and sports around campus.
Favorite Westmont memory: Deﬁnitely the rallies. In those moments, the Westmont spirit and sense of community is the
greatest.
Plans after Westmont: After Westmont, I plan to attend a four-year, out-of-state college.
Hobbies: Playing with pets, sewing costumes, and getting food with friends.
Heroes: Beyonce. Hail Queen B.
Favorite songs: My preferences are constantly changing, but as of now, my favorite song is “God is a Woman” by Ariana
Grande.

By William Caraccio
Activities on Campus: ASB president, Editor of The Shield, UNICEF club founder, and tennis player.
What do you enjoy most about Westmont: I love the idea that every Westmont student has the
ability to pursue their passion.
Westmont Needs: Westmont needs major improvements in our facilities, such as bathrooms and
classrooms, as well as a radical shift to more sustainable practices on campus, like recycling.
Favorite Westmont Memory: Homecoming rally freshman year. Although it was a lot of work, the
gratiﬁcation I felt after was well worth the eﬀort.
Plans after Westmont: I hope to attend a four-year university. After that, law school.
Hobbies: Advocating for underrepresented groups and playing tennis.
Heroes: President John F. Kennedy and my mom.
Favorite Songs: “The 7th Element” by Vitas.

By Chloe Clegg
Activities on campus: Red Cross, Helping Hands, and swim.
What do you enjoy about Westmont: I love all the diﬀerent opportunities for students
to get involved. Everyone is so welcoming, so there is no fear at all.
Westmont needs: Vending machines and therapy dogs.
Favorite Westmont memory: I love running my ﬁrst Red Cross blood drive because I
learned valuable leadership skills, and it was very gratifying to get involved with a good
cause.
Plans after Westmont: Hopefully, I will attend a nursing school in California, and
eventually I would like to become a nurse practitioner.
Hobbies: Shopping! I also love trying new food and new boba.
Heroes: My parents because I aspire to be as selﬂess and hardworking as they are.
Favorite songs: “Lost” and “Self Control” by Frank Ocean, and “Japanese Denim” by
Daniel Caesar.

By Madi Zanardelli
Activities on campus: I am the president of Speech and Debate, Girl Up, and ASB
senior class. I am also a part of LIFE crew and the College and Careers Center club.
What do you most enjoy about Westmont: I love the inclusive environment at
Westmont. At the beginning of freshman year, I knew no one, but by the end of the
year, I had met so many people, and everyone was super accepting.
Westmont needs: More recognition for all the things we do. But also more food
trucks and cleaner facilities.
Favorite Westmont memory: This past year a few amazing girls in ASB, and I
created a club to get more spirit in Westmont. It has been super fun working with
them and spreading positivity.
Plans after Westmont: I want to stay in California for college, and I want to major
in international relations and get a minor in psychology. After that, I would like to
run for oﬃce.
Hobbies: Music, arguing, hanging out with my friends, and dancing.
Heroes: My dad, sister, and grandmother. They are my saviors.
Favorite songs: “Dessert” by Dawin for iconic reasons!

By Madi Zanardelli
Activities on campus: Editor of The Shield, LIFE Crew, Interact president, track
and ﬁeld, Red Cross, lip sync.
What do you most enjoy about Westmont: Deﬁnitely the spirit weeks, going to
all the rallies, and just being with everyone. I’m always so excited for Homecoming
and Springfest, and I love seeing everyone participate.
Westmont needs: More bathrooms.
Favorite Westmont memory: Freshman year, I danced in the lip sync and was
the only non-ASB participant. It was super fun being backstage with everyone and
having the adrenaline rush right before. We did super well, and I had so much fun.
Plans after Westmont: I really want to run track and ﬁeld in college, hopefully at
a UC. I want to be somewhere that makes me happy.
Hobbies: Track and ﬁeld, reading, and I really love coloring.
Heroes: My parents and brother. They have helped me get through so much.
My parents are who I want to be when I grow up, and my brother helps keep me
grounded. He is so goofy and makes me laugh.
Favorite songs: “92 Explorer” by Post Malone and “I Kissed a Girl” Katy Perry.

By William Caraccio
Activities on Campus: I participate in Westmont Robotics and tennis.
What do you most enjoy about Westmont: I love the sense of community present in
the school, especially in robotics.
Westmont needs: We need better facilities and more AP and Honors classes.
Favorite Westmont memory: Last year, as a member of the Westmont Robotics
Team, we competed in the Regional Finals!
Plans after Westmont: I hope to attend a four-year college where I plan on studying
computer engineering.
Hobbies: Robotics, tennis, watching YouTube videos, and hanging out with friends.
Heroes: Mrs. Tandon
Favorite Songs: I love anything by Coldplay!

By Madi Zanardelli
Activities on campus: LIFE Crew, varsity basketball and tennis for all
four years, CSF, Unicef, powderpuﬀ, and March For Our Lives. .
What do you most enjoy about Westmont? Being in such a intelligent
and inclusive environment and being able to share and collaborate.
Westmont needs: More spirit, cleaner facilities and more honors classes,
so there is more of a balance between AP and normal classes.
Favorite Westmont memory: Powderpuﬀ junior year.
Plans after Westmont: A college in California.
Hobbies: Anything spontaneous, driving, spike ball, bike riding,
photography, and hanging out with my friends.
Heroes: My dad and Jeremy Lin.
Favorite songs: “Faithfully” by Journey, “Palace” by Sam Smith, and
“Love Yourself” by Justin Bieber.

By Stephanie Lau
Activities on Campus: Football, volleyball, and wrestling.
What do you enjoy most about Westmont: The sports and learning how to
be independent!
Westmont needs: More seniors guiding underclassmen throughout their high
school experience.
Favorite Wesmont memory: That one mixer with the giant soccer balls.
Plans after Westmont: I would like to go to a junior college and transfer to
a trade school after two years.
Page 12-13 Editors
Hobbies: Sports, woodworking, and I work at Target.
Heroes: J.D. Salinger
Favorite songs: “One Day” by Logic.

All photos taken by Kameron Madson.
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Subject: Art
College: Santa Clara and
San Jose State
High School: San Jose
Place of Birth: San Jose
Years in Education: 5
Pet Peeves: Labels on fruit.
Heroes: Freddie Mercury, Leonardo da Vinci, and Jon
Favreau.
What’s your favorite song? ““Vindicated”
Vindicated” by Dashboard
Confessional.
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? My
Portuguese teacher, Mr. DaSilva, because he taught in an
energetic, supportive, and challenging way.
What’s your favorite meal? Cuban sandwiches.
The ideal vacation is… Santorini, Greece.
A student needs… an open mind.
A teacher is… insightful, hardworking,
and generous.
Subject: English, World
History, and Special Education
College: UC Santa Cruz
High School: Leadership Public Schools San Jose
Place of Birth: San Jose
Years in Education: 6
Heroes: Dave Chappelle.
What’s your favorite song? “Nights” by Frank Ocean.
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? Ms. T was not
only a great teacher but also my high school counselor. She showed
me how important it is to show eﬀort and pride in what we accomplish
at school and that there are always opportunities to make growth.
What’s your favorite meal? Sushi.
The ideal vacation is… traveling to Japan.
A student needs… a reason to come to school every day,
support from their teachers to succeed, and an end result to
all that they’ve accomplished.
A teacher is… supportive of students.

Position: Assistant Principal
College: Loyola Marymount
High School: Presentation
Place of Birth: San Jose
Years Working in Education: 15
Pet peeves: Not responding to RSVPs and when people respond to a
text with the “thumbs up” emoji.
Heroes: All educators, (teachers, administrators, and staﬀ that dedicate
countless hours to helping students).
What’s your favorite song? ...anything country!
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? My 7th grade English
teacher. She taught me about good writing and made us rewrite every essay
until it was our best. She never let us slack oﬀ!
What’s your favorite meal? Tacos and chips and salsa.
The ideal vacation is... sitting on a tropical beach with family and
friends.
A student needs… to be supported, encouraged and listened to.
An assistant principal is... a support for all students and
staﬀ, a leader, and a key part to student success and
safety!

Meliea Chiu
Daniela Sechen

Katie DaQuino
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Position: Assistant Principal
College: Sonoma State for undergrad
and Cal Poly SLO for graduate school
High School: Chula Vista
Place of Birth: Maui, Hawaii
Years in Education: 25
Pet Peeves: Missing a 2-foot putt.
Heroes: My nephew Dave who passed away at the age of ten from cancer.
He was a stud!!!!
Favorite Song: I have more than one: “Hawai’i ‘78” by Israel Kamakawiwo’ole,
“Cold Feelings” by Social Distortion, and “Could You Be Loved” by Bob Marley.
Inﬂuential Teacher: I had a great teacher/coach at CVHS named George
Ohnesorgen. He was a great teacher, but also truly cared about his students. He
pushed us to do our best in the classroom and on the football ﬁeld and had a great
attitude and demeanor. It was evident he loved his job, which is the same way I feel.
I went into teaching and education because of him and other teachers that I had.
Favorite Meal: Roberto’s Carne Asada Burrito from Chula Vista at 3 a.m.
The ideal vacation is... exploring Paris.
A student needs… to live aloha wherever they go and whatever they do.
Students need to malama each other (care for one another) and strive to
do their best in all aspects of their lives.
An assistant principal is… fair, consistent, ﬁrm, understanding,
forgiving, down to earth, and a good dancer.

Kapaku with fellow Hawaiian,
senior Makana Diez.
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Subject: Spanish
College: Colorado
High School: Instituto Oriente
Place of Birth: Puebla, Mexico
Years in Education: 9
Pet peeves: Lack of respect.
Heroes: Madeleine Albright and people who are not afraid to
speak up.
What’s your favorite song? “Huapango de Moncayo” by José
Pablo Moncayo.
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? Madame
Bovary because she was beautiful, intelligent, and passionate.
What’s your favorite meal? Mole poblano.
The ideal vacation is… Laying next to the ocean on a
hammock.
A student needs… role models at school and at home.
A teacher is… someone who has inﬁnite
patience and never misses the
opportunity to see the good in
a student.

Subject: Math
College: USC
High School: Highland Park
Place of Birth: Chicago
Years in Education: 7
Pet Peeves: Kids eating in class.
Heroes: My dad, because he fought in World War II.
What’s your favorite song? “Jumping Jack Flash” by The
Rolling Stones.
What’s your favorite meal? French Toast.
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? Ms.
Whitacre, my second grade teacher, let me choose my own
reading books and have more independence.
The ideal vacation is… Paris, France.
A student needs… to feel safe and self-conﬁdent.
A teacher is… someone who inspires you
to learn and be successful in life.

Subject: Math
College: UCSB
High School: Leland
Place of Birth: San Jose
Years in Education: 2
Pet peeves: People who drag their feet when walking.
Heroes: My mom.
What’s your favorite song? “The Bird” by Anderson Paak and
“The Rain Song” by Led Zeppelin.
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? My pre-calculus
teacher; she was strict but she genuinely wanted her students to
succeed and gave up her free time to help those who were struggling.
What’s your favorite meal? Tacos.
The ideal vacation is… somewhere warm, with my friends, and
by the beach.
A student needs… support, understanding, and respect.
A teacher is… someone who works hard to help
students of all backgrounds and ability
levels and gives every student a fair
chance to succeed.

Subject:
Digital
Photography
College: School of the
Art Institute of Chicago
High School: Arcadia
Place of Birth: Pasadena
Years in Education: 2
Pet Peeves: Bad drivers.
Heroes: Mom.
What’s your favorite song? “Télépopmusik” by Breathe.
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher and why? Mr. Feraco
because I never liked English, but he made his classroom a
welcoming place.
What’s your favorite meal? Vietnamese food.
The ideal vacation is… Bali, Indonesia.
A student needs… to enjoy what they are doing
and learning.
A teacher is… someone who listens
and understands.

Subject: Counseling
College: Washington State - GO
COUGS!
High School: Santa Cruz
Place of Birth: San Jose
Years in Education: 7
Pet Peeves: Not driving the speed limit!
Heroes: My mom :) She’s the greatest!
What’s your favorite song? I love all music!
Who was your most inﬂuential teacher? Mr. Newell, my 12th
grade government teacher.
What’s your favorite meal? Appetizers! I’d rather eat
appetizers all day long than any meal of the day.
The ideal vacation is… someplace tropical with my family.
A student needs… a positive and engaging learning
environment.
A teacher is... deserving of constant recognition
for the countless hours they spend making
lesson plans and grading papers.
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By Grace
Rodhouse
Everything’s
bigger in the
great state of
Texas—and I
mean everything.
From the towering
highway overpasses—
which are imprinted with the Texas star, in
case you couldn’t tell you’re in Texas—to the football sized
backyards of people’s property to their gas stations, Texans
show their pride in their large state with their expansion of
common items. I mean, they do have the space for it all; you
can drive for 14 hours and still be in Texas. Unlike the common
stereotype of wheat-stalk chewing ranchers, the diversity of Texas
cities contain a variety of people, whether you love to wear the boots and listen to country
music or prefer a more city lifestyle. The bustling business city of Austin features plenty
of thriving nightlife while smaller towns like Waco provide a beautiful hometown
feel with plenty to explore. If the giant expanse and the diversity weren’t enough
to intrigue you, let me say one word: Buc-ee’s. Imagine a gas station with a
convenience store the size of your local Target ﬁlled with everything you could
need for home decoration, clothing, souvenirs,
and freshly made food (including a tortilla
wrapped sausage on a stick!). No lie, I
could spend a whole day looking
through everything. So, if
nothing else, take the
time to visit this
gorgeous state
and experience
the fun of life,
just a little
bigger.

By Hannah Liang
Allow me to start by mentioning that the cold and winter do not fare
well with a Southern Californian. And to think, I’d initially complained about
the 60-degree weather in Northern California after ﬁrst moving. A trip to the
state of Washington last December was quite the change for a tropically-raised
person such as myself, but, nevertheless, it was an interesting experience. The
feeling of the crisp winter breeze on my face was a nice deviation from the
constant heat, and, of course, I enjoyed eating some of the freshest seafood right
from Seattle’s bays and lakes. After all, it would also be one of the few times I’d
be able to witness snowfall ﬁrsthand. The capital of Olympia was also a strange
sight—during a usual snow day, the city streets were practically devoid of any
local activity. It was a pleasant surprise to see that the Californian urban bustle
I was so accustomed to had been replaced with the scenery of pine trees and
meandering rivers.

By Chloe Clegg
Oh, the great state of
Illinois; Lincoln loved it and you
should, too! For the ﬁrst six months
of my life, my parents and I lived with
my grandparents in Marshall, a small town
where my mom grew up. Although we moved to
California before my ﬁrst birthday, we still go back and
visit every summer. I’ll always consider Illinois my ﬁrst
home, and I love visiting because every trip feels like a
breath of fresh air. Compared to the rush and crowd of the
Bay Area, life in Illinois moves at a slower pace; everyone
takes time to enjoy the beautiful nature all around. Without all the
stress and pressure I face at home, I can just spend time with family
and enjoy the little things—like amazing sunsets and delicious
comfort food. Also, I had the wonderful experience of travelling
to Illinois with one of my best friends, and nothing feels
better than rolling the windows down, turning the music
up, and cruising on a backroad without a care in the
world. Every visit feels like I’m living in a real
life country song. All in all, Illinois is
a gorgeous state with genuine, friendly
people. I encourage everyone to take
Page 16 Editors
the time to slow down and appreciate
Illinois, a place where you can
Allira
see
stars not skyscrapers, and
Bellawala
listen to crickets not
cars.

Hannah Liang

By Aditya Kulashekar
Known for its historic landmarks,
Massachusetts is one of the most visited
states in the U.S. Its beautiful coast
and exciting views make it a state that
everyone must visit in their lifetime.
Boston, the largest city, has many public
sights that are enjoyable for everyone.
Other landmarks include Lexington and
Concord, the location of the ﬁrst battle
of the Revolutionary War, and Martha’s
Vineyard, a small island on the eastern
coast of Massachusetts known for its small
but wealthy community. Tourists often visit
the coast and Cape Cod as well, where they
experience many spectacular views of the
ocean. Many teenagers are attracted to its
well-renowned schools, including Harvard,
MIT, and Boston College. The sports teams
are extremely famous around the world, as
teams like the Red Sox and the Celtics have
stayed dominant throughout their years of
existence. Personally, I love Massachusetts
because the environment and the diversity
are extremely similar to the Bay Area—
even if the weather is on the opposite side
of the spectrum. Massachusetts is a truly
memorable state that everyone should
visit!

By Sara Prough
Visiting Indiana will forever be an
unforgettable experience. Even though I’ve
only been there twice, the feeling and sense of
tranquility is unreal. I grew up loving the city life
and being surrounded by lots of people, but my
views changed when I went to Indiana. If you’re
looking for an escape from the world, Indiana
is the place to go. At ﬁrst, I did not like being
there because there’s nothing but huge ﬁelds of
either crops or grass. Every house is spread so
far apart; there are barely any neighborhoods.
The neighborhoods that happen to be sprinkled
throughout the land are where my grandparents
live. My second time visiting during the winter
was so fun because it snowed and it truly
looked like something from a storybook. Seeing
such beauty in a place that most people see as
boring and unappealing was eye opening. I found
myself oﬀ my phone not only because there was
no WiFi, but because I had no choice but to be
there. I might as well have embraced it,
which ended up being one of the best
decisions of my life. It has taught
me to ﬁnd beauty in things that
may not look so beautiful at ﬁrst.
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By Grace Rodhouse
Global Glimpse, a program described as a
once in a lifetime experience, helps open the eyes of
students from all around the world. Students may choose
from one of three countries: Ecuador, Nicaragua, or
the Dominican Republic. The trip isn’t easy; the high
altitude and cold weather of Ecuador, along with the
barely breathable, humid air of both Nicaragua and the
Dominican Republic make the trip uncomfortable. Yet,
that’s exactly the point. Students don’t experience the
sugar-coated tourist areas of these developing countries.
Instead, they’re thrown directly into the everyday lives
of people residing in these cities. Students see poverty
on a new level, but also experience the wonders of
these countries: nature, food, and culture (and bucket
showers!). Global Glimpse promotes no technology and
puts participants in shared accommodations, allowing
them to create incredible bonds and friendships with
each other as they experience the joys and struggles of
the trip. From personal experience, I urge you to consider
this trip if you’re looking for an adventure of a lifetime or
to get out of your comfort zone.
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By Kate Lincoln
Are you sick and tired of the same ol’ same ol’ music on your go-to radio
station? Well if so, tune into this:
91.5 KKUP spices up the Bay Area’s radio-waves with their diverse
selection of tunes. Operating and airing out of San Jose, this little-known gem is
“Silicon Valley’s best kept secret,” claims Michael Berry (or “The Razzberry”),
KKUP’s Monday Jazz-show host. Unlike most radio stations which focus their broadcasts on one to two genres of music, KKUP tackles the entire array, featuring
anything and (almost) everything from around the globe. As their website phrases, the station oﬀers “music ranging from comical to classical, reggae to barbershop,
new age to oldies, world music to bluegrass, blues to gospel, jazz to philosophy, vintage radio to poetry”- my personal favorite, Hawaiian Fridays from 7 am to 10
am, and much more! Non-proﬁt and non-commercial, KKUP heartily relies on their steadfast team of volunteers and their loyal listeners for all the support and
donations to keep the station running strong. So tune into this one-of-a-kind radio station at any time of day for a taste of truly eclectic music.
For more about KKUP and a complete list of their programs visit their website at *http://www.kkup.org/about.html

By Annie Vertin
When I ﬁrst heard Troye Sivan’s debut album, Blue
Neighbourhood, almost three years ago, I was immediately
drawn to his refreshing take on pop music. Filled with
nostalgic lyrics and uniquely intricate melodies, Sivan’s songs
deviated from the repetitive—and painfully auto-tuned—music
commonly produced in the pop industry. Quickly, Sivan became
one of my favorite artists, and, when he announced that this
year, he would be releasing a second album titled Bloom, I was
overcome with excitement. However, I was also nervous that
after three years, Sivan might fall victim to the current clichés
of pop music: overly simplistic tunes, unnecessary beat drops,
and meaningless lyrics.

Released on August 31, Bloom left me with some
mixed feelings. Although popular singles like “Bloom”
and “My My My!” show the 23-year old singer’s lively
side, I think they lack the original edge of his other songs.
Nevertheless, the album has many highlights; while
“Seventeen” and “Postcard” both tell intriguing stories,
“Dance to This,” featuring Ariana Grande, has an extremely
catchy beat. Out of the entire album, my personal favorites
are “Animal” and “The Good Side,” ballads that contain
beautifully written lyrics and powerful melodies. Overall,
the majority of Bloom did not disappoint, and I cannot wait
to see what Troye Sivan does next.

By Savannah Yee
“Hey Look Ma, I Made It” to the Panic! at the Disco concert at the SAP Center on August 14! I sure had “High Hopes”
walking into the concert, and I hope “Dancing’s Not A Crime”, because I couldn’t stay oﬀ my feet the entire time! Brendon Urie, the
frontman of the band, blew the entire arena away with his breathtaking high notes, his astonishing stunts, and his entertaining onstage antics. Not only did ﬁre shoot up on stage to the beat of “Crazy=Genius”, but during “Dying in LA”, Brendon also ﬂew over
the crowd, playing a piano. Making sure to show his love for the fans, he also walked through the crowd and talked to people while
singing “Death of a Bachelor”; he even made a girl’s dreams come true by letting her sing “I Write Sins Not Tragedies” with him.
While his music ranged all across the Panic! spectrum, playing songs from all of their albums, Brendon made it “Old Fashioned”
by playing tributes to Queen with “Bohemian Rhapsody” and Cyndi Lauper with “Girls Just Want to Have Fun”. Overall, the SAP
Center is now a “House of Memories” for any concert attendees, as Brendon and his live band put on a phenomenal show that left the
crowd shouting “Hallelujah”, thankful for their “Victorious” time.

By Aditya Kulashekar
Jacques Webster, known as Travis Scott, recently released his hyped album, Astroworld, on August 3. It was released to critical acclaim,
as the album went platinum just a mere three weeks after its release. His success is partly due to his rising popularity as his relationship with
the “self made billionaire” Kylie Jenner has put him in the spotlight. The title of the album references an old Six Flags theme park that was
demolished in Houston, which is also Mr. Scott’s hometown. Known in the hip-hop community as a “rager,” Scott delivers an hour long
project that stays true to its name. The album creates an exquisite balance between quality as well as chaotic music, showcasing Scott’s
unmatched creativity in the hip-hop world. “Stargazing”, the ﬁrst song on the album, creates a standard that Scott manages to break
throughout the next hour of the project. “Stop Trying To Be God” perfectly showcases Scott’s creativity, as he raps over a beat
that includes humming from Kid Cudi and a harmonica from Stevie Wonder. From Drake’s bars in “Sicko Mode” to Frank
Ocean’s famed vocals on ‘Carousel”, Astroworld has a wide range of world renowned collaborators who enhance the
entire quality of the album. When asked why he loves Astroworld, junior Jackson Wegner stated “there are just so
many bangers on there.” Junior Iman Khatib declared “Yosemite” to be the best track on the album: “Its very lyrical
and mellow, deﬁnitely the best song on there.” For people who are looking to go on a ride, Astroworld is must listen.
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By Emma Cline
• Lauryn Hill, Shoreline
Amphitheatre: Sept. 20.
• Journey, AT&T Park: Sept. 21.
• Childish Gambino, Oracle
Arena: Sept. 27.
• Rae Sremmurd, Oracle: Sept. 27.

•
•
•

Luke Combs, Shoreline: Sept.
28.
Jay-Z and Beyoncé, Levi’s
Stadium: Sept. 29.
Fall Out Boy, SAP Center:
Sept. 30.
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By Cassie Kim
Yogurtland or Pinkberry. It’s a tough choice because
both chains oﬀer delicious frozen yogurt and toppings.
Yogurtland features a self-serve counter where you can sample
and choose from the many yogurt ﬂavors; they range from Plain
Tart to Cookies and Creme S’mores. A wide variety of toppings
like fresh fruit, candy, and syrups can also be added. At Pinkberry,
an employee behind a counter ﬁlls up your cup with yogurt for
you, and also adds on toppings. Unfortunately, when I visited,
Pinkberry only had six ﬂavor oﬀerings, making it much less
diverse than Yogurtland’s 16 ﬂavors. Yogurtland rotates between

By Makenna Adams and Madi Zanardelli
Do you like bagels? Well, we do too. That’s why we ate them! We
compared two locally acclaimed bagel shops with goal of ﬁnding the bagels
with the best ﬂavor.
We ﬁrst went to Noah’s Bagels in Saratoga. Noah’s boasts
21 delicious ﬂavors of traditional bagels, along with 7
“Gourmet” ﬂavors of bagels. They also feature 10
equally impressive ﬂavored schmears. Although we
journeyed to Noah’s solely for their bagels, they
also have a wide variety of lunch sandwiches,
pastries, and drinks. Here are our thoughts:
• Spice Grape (cinnamon raisin):
Lumpy and wet. Raisins. No one
should eat this bagel. 1/5 because
raisins.
• Chocolate Boi (chocolate chip):
Made with whole wheat ﬂour,
this bagel is underwhelming and
a disappointment to its family.
Employees were so disgusted with
this bagel that they could not even
bring themselves to cut it before putting
it in the toaster. 1/5 because at least it has
chocolate.
• Birdie Food (sesame): Lots of seeds. Only
birds and small bush creatures should eat this.
2/5 because we like birds and small bush creatures.
• Berry Decent™ (blueberry): Enjoyed the blueberry ﬂavor of
this bagel, but wish it had more blueberries. Expected to feel like forest
nymphs enjoying hand-picked wild blueberries. 3/5 for lack of berries

By Kelsea Dizon
Coﬀee, this beautiful, energizing drink, prepares
you for your day and always pairs well with your morning
breakfast. What can be better than coﬀee? The answer? More
coﬀee! While some people choose to make their morning
brew, others decide to buy it from coﬀee chains like
Starbucks. The debate stands that Starbucks is
arguably the best American coﬀee company around,
but how true are such claims? Some choose to argue
that other coﬀee houses truly have the best coﬀee; lately,
Peet’s Coﬀee has became a ﬁerce competitor against the
current leading number one worldwide.
For the sake of convenience, many of our peers
choose to go to Starbucks, but when there’s a Peet’s Coﬀee
around town, how many people choose the underdog over our
basic, popular choice? After starting a questionnaire and poll,
the results have leaned both ways.
Junior Soﬁa Jorgenson prefers Peet’s Coﬀee because
she believes “if you are really a coﬀee expert,” then you should
be able to tell that the espresso and coﬀee tastes better than
Starbucks. Additionally, both Soﬁa and junior Victoria Marin
think Starbucks’ sweeteners and syrups have an artiﬁcial taste,

over 100 diﬀerent ﬂavors, while Pinkberry rotates between
40. However, Pinkberry also oﬀers smoothies made of plain
frozen yogurt and fresh fruit. Yogurtland charges 49 cents
per ounce, so the total price depends on your self control.
Pinkberry oﬀers diﬀerent sized cups with prices ranging from
$3.50 to $7.95, making Yogurtland the more cost eﬃcient
option (perfect for broke high school students). It was very
close, but I decided that Yogurtland is the best frozen yogurt
destination; they have won over my tastebuds, my wallet, and
my heart.

•

and nymph-like powers.
The Big Cheese (asiago): Out of all of Noah’s bagels, the asiago is our
favorite. Slightly under-toasted, but has a nice texture, ﬂavor, and
plenty of cheese. Earns 4.5/5 for quality cheese ﬂavor.
At Posh Bagels in Los Gatos, they oﬀer unique ﬂavors of
bagels and quality schmears. We tried the same bagels
there that we did at Noah’s, but found diﬀerent
results.
•
Refused to try another Spice Grape bagel.
Refer above for evidence.
• The Chipper (chocolate chip): Harder than
a hockey puck. Enough with the whole wheat
ﬂour. 0/5 for hockey puck resemblance.
• Sesame Street (sesame): Less likely to
attract birds and small bush creatures the one
from Noah’s. Nice texture. 3/5 for reminding
us yet again of bird seed.
• Berry Disappointing® (blueberry): Leaves
much to be desired. We did not think it was
possible, but this bagel has even fewer berries
than Berry Decent™, which makes it Berry
Disappointing®. 2/5 because it has literally two
blueberries.
• Cheeseless (asiago): Who cut the cheese? Clearly no
one at Posh Bagels because there is no cheese on this bagel.
2/5 for less cheese.

After a tiresome journey and too many bagels, we have come to the conclusion
that the winner for the best bagelry is Noah’s! We enjoyed their wide
selection and relished their superior ﬂavor.

whereas Peet’s sweeteners taste more natural. Paired with nicer staﬀ,
Peet’s Coﬀee also has shorter lines (which is very appealing
during morning rush hour).
Contradicting Soﬁa and Victoria, junior Aditya
Kulashekar fancies the fan favorite Starbs simply
“because they taste good.” To provide more depth,
sophomore Audrey Salvador favors Starbucks
because of their wide variety of drinks and foods;
Audrey normally orders a strawberry açai with no
water, substituted with apple juice and raspberry syrup;
if not that, she goes with a venti mango, dragon fruit tea.
Recently, I started an Instagram poll asking 200
people if they prefer Starbucks or Peet’s Coﬀee. The
results were astonishing: 157
people voting Starbucks and
only 43 for Peet’s Coﬀee. From
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By Kameron Madson and Melina Mahood

By Hana Tobias
Virgo:
Now that school
has begun, the struggle for
perfection will stress you out, so
make sure to ﬁnd time to relax.
Libra: Although you may have
a great deal of homework, you
will still ﬁnd plenty of time to
spend with your friends.
Scorpio: After enduring the
sweltering heat of summer,
you readily anticipate the brisk
weather that fall promises.
Sagittarius:
Regardless of
how boring you ﬁnd school,
you look forward to seeing your
friends on a daily basis.
Capricorn:
You have an
amazing schedule this year, and

you look forward to every class
you’re taking. This should be a
wonderful school year for you!
Aquarius: The start of school
spells drama for most students.
Stay out of any conﬂicts that
arise and try your best to
prevent any trouble within your
friend group.
Pisces: You had a relaxed,
stress-free summer. Although
you enjoyed it immensely, you
look forward to the structure
that comes with school.
Aries: School seems unbearable
at times, so why should your
clothes cause you discomfort
as well? Always remember to
dress in your coziest clothes.

Taurus: Even though your
friends might not be in all of
your classes, don’t worry; you
will make many new friends
this year.
Gemini: Make sure to eliminate
possible distractions when
you need to ﬁnish homework.
School just began, and you
already have too much work to
do!
Cancer: With cold weather
comes the return of hot drinks,
and you can’t wait to drink hot
coﬀee and tea again!
Leo: Soon, you will receive
a myriad of group projects.
Hopefully you get to work with
your friends!

By Kate Lincoln

- By Erin Campbell
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By Kameron Madson
It seems that the 10 years between the two Mamma Mia!
ﬁlms have left the writers with a few fuzzy memories. Here are
some of the biggest inconsistencies from Mamma Mia: Here We Go
Again
Again.
1) The timeline just does not add up—if Donna gave birth
to Sophie in 1980 and Sophie is supposed to be 25 in
the second movie…how did she have an iPhone??
2) In the ﬁrst Mamma Mia,, Donna’s diary explicitly states
that she meets Sam ﬁrst; however, in Mamma Mia 2,
she meets Harry ﬁrst.
3) Tanya and Rosie had no idea who Donna’s lovers were

By Erin Campbell
Many of my favorite shows are comedies—I like fun
shows that make me laugh, and John Mulaney’s comedy
specials are some of the funniest I’ve ever seen. The
former SNL writer’s wild stories and dramatic delivery
are enough to make anyone laugh. Selling out shows
at Radio City Music Hall, he continues to win people
over with his talent. His three specials, New
in Town, The Comeback Kid, and Kid
Gorgeous (along with his broadway
show, Oh, Hello
Hello) are all available
on Netﬂix.

By Anna Hanuska
Recently, the studios and producers of the world’s favorite
superhero franchises began catering to another half of the
population: the women. Last summer, like many girls my age,
I had never seen a superhero movie, but I did not want to miss
the ﬁrst one starring a woman. I gathered my friends and went
to see Wonder Woman,, unknowingly beginning my superhero
obsession. Wonder Woman,, a cinematic masterpiece, empowers
girls through its strong and positive portrayal of women.
Wonder Woman also appears in the movie Justice
League,, maintaining a primary leadership role on the
team. Female superheroes give girls of all ages role
models to look up to that encourage them to ﬁnd inner
strength and ﬁght for their beliefs. Likewise, the t.v.
show Supergirl incorporates many good
inﬂuences other than Supergirl herself,
embracing non-romantic male/
female friendships, wholesome
female friendships, a healthy
lesbian relationship,

in the ﬁrst ﬁlm, despite apparently already meeting them back in
the day, as shown in the second movie.
4) Donna implies her mother is dead in the ﬁrst movie— “someone
up there has got it in for me, I bet it’s my mother”—but that was
immediately disproved when Cher, Donna’s mom, crashed the
hotel opening party.
5) Lastly, in the second movie, Harry, Sam, and Bill looked nothing
like they were supposed to (in Mamma Mia!, a snippet of the
movie showed what the guys had looked like when Donna had
ﬁrst met them...which was not even close to their appearance in
second movie).

By Katie DaQuino
Last year, I wrote an essay arguing that Hollywood should never
remake The Breakfast Club. My opinion changed the moment I started
reading One of Us is Lying by Karen M. McCanus. McCanus accurately
describes her brilliant book as “The Breakfast Club, but with
murder.” While this description admittedly sounds dark
and a bit odd, the book works beautifully. You
will cry, laugh, and somehow feel every
other emotion simultaneously. While The
Breakfast Club’s portrayal of serious
topics in a cringeworthy matter made the
movie painful to watch, this book gracefully
touches on an array of tough subjects, while still
focusing on the intriguing mystery. I encourage
everyone to read this book and watch out for the TV
adaption coming on E network.

and a resilient sisterly bond rivalling the one in Frozen.
Additionally, Black Panther displays several courageous
female leads, especially Okoye and Shuri. Okoye, the head of
Wakanda’s elite group of women warriors, directs her women in
battle, even responding to her husband’s question, “Would you
kill me, my love?” with an iconic, “For Wakanda… no question.”
inventor, Princess Shuri creates many of
A brilliant
Wakanda’s advanced technological gadgets,
combining a genius brain comparative to Tony
Stark’s and the innocence and humor of a
teenager to become a well-developed
character. Other signiﬁcant female
superheroes include Black Widow, a
trained assassin; Scarlet Witch, a mutant
with immense power; and Wasp, the ﬁrst Marvel
heroine to have her name in a movie title. Don’t forget
to check out Captain Marvel
Marvel, featuring the ﬁrst Marvel
female superhero to have her own movie, and Wonder
Woman 1984, the sequel to the ﬁrst phenomenal Wonder
Woman installment, when they come out in 2019!
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By Grace Rodhouse
The ﬁrst of ten weeks of Friday
night lights recently arrived, and I’ve barely been able to contain my personal excitement. This year, the football team lost 17 of their
22 starters, thus making this year a time of improvement and development for future years. The football
team currently holds a record of 1-2 and many of the seniors
hope the team spirits continue to hold high. Jared Pestana,
a senior player, hopes to “lead the underclassmen, have a
good time, and get a few good sacks” this season. Lead
by ﬁfth year head coach Coach Kanaapu, the football
team strives to put on a show for our school every
Friday. Come support the football team in their
next match against Oak Grove on September
20 (yes, that’s a Thursday).

By Daniela Sechen
The Westmont ﬁeld hockey
team is ready to dominate! Displaying
their true enthusiasm for the sport, the team
has started the season oﬀ with a 4-0 win against
Branham. After earning second place in their
division last year, the girls are strong contenders to be
the 2018 league champs and qualify for CCS.
Junior Alyssa Kanalakis looks forward to “playing
with my teammates, representing Westmont, and improving
my overall skills.” Similarly, senior Katie DaQuino is
“really excited about team bonding.” And, of course, all
of the girls enjoy spending time with two-year-old
professional balance-biker and hockey prodigy
Brooks Takaki. Come support the Warriors
at their next home game versus Leigh on
Tuesday at 4 p.m.
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By Stephanie Lau
Lead by their brilliant captains, seniors
Serena Yates and Olivia Ocher, and junior Hayley
Cheng, the Westmont girls tennis team strikes back
stronger than ever. The team has been coming out to the
courts since the middle of summer, eager to improve their game.
The girls quickly befriended each other, making practice less of
a tedious drill and more of a productive time to bond. They have
high hopes for the season, and Hayley claims that she “can’t wait
for this season and to see all the hard work dominate on the court.”
Already, the tennis team has taken their ﬁrst victory against Piedmont
Hills with an amazing score of 5-2. Although it was only their ﬁrst match,
they conﬁdently believe that this team could push through all the way to
CCS. Olivia recalls, “Last year, we made it to CCS for the second time,
and hopefully we’ll make it again this season!” Given endless amounts
of inspiration and motivation by their coach, these girls have their
eyes on the prize, yet still know how to have fun on the court.
With great pride, Serena insists, “I know that this season, we
will work together as a team and stay positive
no matter what.” Growing stronger after
each practice and after each challenge,
these tennis players remember one
of the most important things to bring
onto the court: positivity.
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By Melina Mahood
One of four senior captains for the women’s varsity volleyball
team, second year starter Renee Martin exempliﬁes everything
an athlete must be: dedicated, positive, hardworking, and fun.
Anytime you pop into the Westmont gym for a game, you will
see Martin with an enormous smile across her face while
she plays the sport she adores. Infectious, senior cocaptain Emma Cline remarks that “she’s a ray of
sunshine on and oﬀ the court. Not only does she
rack up kills, but she spreads team spirit and
morale.” Along with this, Martin prides
herself on being a consistent player
that the team can always rely on
to bring energy and aggressive
swings into a match. “Even
when we are struggling, Renee always ﬁnds a way
to pick up her teammates and make the losses feel
insigniﬁcant,” comments senior co-captain Melina
Mahood. Even during practice Martin ensures she
is giving 120% to bettering, herself as a player;
you can see it on her face, for she always looks
content with how practice went after it is over.
Her strong work ethic is a redeemable quality,
but everyone on varsity simply enjoys Renee for
who she is—“a really funny, weird person that
makes playing with her a delight,” according
to senior co-captain Marlena Zimmermann.
Martin continues to lead the team through their
season, starting oﬀ with an impressive record
of 0-0 (TBD). Come check out the volleyball
team at their next home game versus the
Prospect Panthers on Tuesday, at 6 p.m.
Male
By William Carac-

cio
I was weak and exhausted. As I ran, the terrain underfoot
threatened to engulf me and the sun’s unrelenting heat eroded my joints
and burned my skin. I could not go on, for I would surely perish. But, as
the last semblance of strength left my body, I was saved by senior Connor
Wolf, the star of the Westmont Cross Country Team. As I fell to the ground
he picked me back up, refusing to let me lose in the battle against my own
human limitations. Looking me square in the eyes, he told me something
that motivates me to this day: “We are going to make it through this. The
workouts will get harder, but we will overcome them just the same--with
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ﬁrst glance, one can clearly see that Connor has a great passion and skill for
cross country running; he always tries his best, whether he is racing or just
practicing. He says he enjoys running “because the people are amazing and
it’s a great stress reliever.”
However, Connor is not just a nice guy. Over the years he has
accumulated countless running achievements. He boasts a 5:08 mile time,
and performed his best run at the Montgomery Hill meet by running more
than 3 miles in 17 minutes.
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By Makenna Adams
Chamomile, oolong
jasmine, gray
peppermint, matcha
sugar cookie sleigh
lemongrass, peach
white, black, chai
lavender, ginger
English breakfast, Thai
Brew it, ﬁll it,
Sip it, spill it.

By Erin Campbell
There once was a penguin named Claire,
She wanted to soar in the air,
So she went, bought a plane,
Life was never the same,
After, she ﬂew somewhere.

Tea.

By Kate Lincoln
What would you do if I gave you a day?
To do what you want.
To spend it your way.
Would you travel the world and explore
every peak?
Take to the cities and ﬁnd what you seek?
Would you head for the beach and dance
through the tides?
Stop by the Boardwalk for all the best rides?
Would you go to the movies—hang out with
your friends?
Hoping and praying the day never ends.

By Jessica Swalve
It is the end of summer, September;
School starts. It will be a year to remember.
The mornings are chilled
Yet the sun shines after noon, giving me a thrill
I want to wear shorts and tank tops
Sometimes sporting some ﬂip ﬂops
But the teachers blast the a.c.
If the periods were any longer, I’d freeze
Luckily, I come prepared
From the cold I am spared
I have a robe in room 58
It keeps me warm in summer—it’s great

Would you crawl back in bed—catch up on
some sleep?
Maybe binging on Netﬂix is more at your
speed?
Whatever you choose, it’s going to be fun!
So get out there! Go on! It’s got to be done!

By Allira Bellawala and Katie DaQuino
You have no free time…
It wouldn’t be a crime…
You really need more sleep…
It’s not like you’re in too deep…
You forget the forewarned wrath…
It’s just one assignment for math…
You still have much more to study…
It’s more fun to hang with your buddy....
You need to prepare your backpacks...
It’s much more necessary to relax...
Your parents will throw a ﬁt...
It’s worth it to get lit...
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By Bella Aharonian
I spent my summer living large,
I had to use that time to recharge.
But school arrived way too soon,
And I no longer get to wake up after
noon.
Every time I open SchoolLoop,
I need to comfort myself with an ice
cream scoop.
But I’d be lying if I said it’s all work and
no play,
Honestly I’m sad this is my last year
here, I think I’d rather stay.

By Grace Rodhouse
Sun is shining bright
Gleaming down the sandy beach
Glowing through the clouds

